
What Can a Small Business Outsource? Three Tasks
Entrepreneurs and Startups Should Outsource Effectively

For anyone that has ever tried their hand at online marketing they will quickly realize that it is a 
highly specialized job that also needs a wide range of skills. The unfortunate news is not many online 
entrepreneurs have all the skills necessary to do all the things that need to be done online to be 
successful so many languish online or simply give up after a while. If it wasn't so sad it would be 
ironic that the method these online entrepreneurs use in order to be successful, which is the amazing
ability to leverage and automate one's efforts online are not transferred onto their business. The 
most notable thing an online entrepreneur can do is start to immediately outsource. In particular 
there are three things every online business should outsource.

1. Every business should outsource it's written content. While it's a truism that no body knows 
your business more than you, it's also true that for some online niches you will need an 
almost prodigious amount of written content to make an impact online. Written content you 
can outsource are your article writing, blog posts, press releases, PDF reports, or even ebook 
giveaways. The sooner you start outsourcing your writing the sooner you can realize that you
needn't have to do everything yourself and can get onto other efforts.

2. Every business should outsource it's graphic content. Unless you are creating a graphic 
design company most businesses are not strong hen it comes to graphic design. However this
is one of the first things people notice when they come to your website and amateurish 
graphics online will be one of the first things that will turn them off as well. Some of the 
graphics you can outsource are banners, headers, icons, ebook covers, widget designs, and 
logos, and even the overall web page design.

3. Another aspect that every business should outsource is your web mastering. For everyone 
who is starting out online the web might seem like a confusing pace. Instead of learning how 
to do it yourself why not hire an expert at the fraction of the cost. Some services you might 
outsource are web directory submission, uploading new pages to your web site, web site 
compliance, and creation of emails, and web accounts.

The moment an online entrepreneur realizes that they can outsource the areas in which they are not 
strong at and concentrate only on the areas that they excel is when they truly utilize the power of 
the internet for themselves. Sometimes to fantastic effect.
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